




Faster builds 
Better products 
Improved scaleability  
Stronger focus 



Rigid 
Monotonous 
Stifling  
Complicated 













Everything felt  
too similar



Sure, the baseline quality 
definitely increased.  

But it felt like our teams 
creativity was decreasing in 
equal measure. Kyle Peatt

“

ShopifyUX The system always kick back 

https://ux.shopify.com/the-system-always-kicks-back-d94b945407f2


This bridge was built 
to last.  
 
Then the river 
changed course. 



This bridge was built 
to last.  
 
Then the river 
changed course. 





nature.com Anatomy and resilience of the global production ecosystem 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1712-3




Too similar



Purposeful  
range





Unintentional divergence 

Intentional, but unnecessary divergence  

Intentional, meaningful divergence



Unintentional divergence 

Intentional, but unnecessary divergence  

Intentional, meaningful divergence



















Network consistency 
vs 
Local flexibility 



Shared 
foundation

Room for  
variation+



creative.starbucks.com

http://creative.starbucks.com


“

Fast Company Starbucks just publicly deconstructed its brand—here’s why 

First, the design prioritizes 
legibility and conveying 
information as clearly as 
possible. 
—Mark Wilson

https://www.fastcompany.com/90394468/starbucks-just-publicly-deconstructed-its-brand-heres-why


“

Fast Company Starbucks just publicly deconstructed its brand—here’s why 

The other half is about 
expressivity, emotion, and 
all the other intangibles 
Starbucks wants to spark 
in the consumer. 
—Mark Wilson

https://www.fastcompany.com/90394468/starbucks-just-publicly-deconstructed-its-brand-heres-why


creative.starbucks.c
om

http://creative.starbucks.com
http://creative.starbucks.com


Mobile Order & Pay Social Media



Developer design 
language

Case study:



Merchant Help Docs Developer Docs



Home Landing Reference



1. An intentional baseline 

2. Memorable moments 

3. Purposeful range

1.

2.

3.

What makes an effective 
design language system?



1. An intentional baseline



Big 
Levers

Small 
Dials&



Levers: Broad, sweeping 
decisions about how 
our experiences 
should feel 



Dials: Small, detailed 
choices that 
enable the levers



Size

Small Large



Scale

Low size 
contrast

High size
contrast



Density

Compact Airy



Weight

Light Heavy





How to define levers



User Task DeviceEnvironment



User Task DeviceEnvironment

What type of 
work are 

developers doing?

How are they 
doing that 

work?





User Task DeviceEnvironment
Developers Side-by-side  

experience with  
code editor

Variable lighting Large screens



Typescale

Density



Typescale

Density



2. Memorable moments











3. Purposeful range



Home Landing Reference







Home Landing Reference





“ In nature you’ve got 
continuous very-small-
feedback-loop adaptation 
going on, which is why 
things get to be 
harmonious. Christopher Alexander







A cook knows what to do to create 
an enjoyable dish, then they use 
that knowledge and repeat what 
works to create a consistent 
experience.  
 
A chef not only knows what to do, 
but why it’s done.  Stephanie Poce

“

ShopifyUX Think like a chef: how to use a design system

https://ux.shopify.com/think-like-a-chef-how-to-use-a-design-system-ae1f0e0e0dd7


1. Decisions have a shelf-life. 

2. Decisions can be unclear. 

3. Decisions without clear 
rationale can feel limiting.



What if instead of just 
scaling decisions, we 
could also scale the 
rationale that led to 
those decisions? o

o











Consolidation Expansion



ConsolidationExpansion

Brad Frost Interface Inventory

https://bradfrost.com/blog/post/interface-inventory/


ConsolidationExpansion

Now what?



Alternate between periods of 
consolidation and expansion 



Consolidation Expansion

Discourage snowflakes

Teach people to trust system

Encourage snowflakes
Teach people to question system







Bringing teams together





 Spotify.Design The Paradox of Design Systems

https://spotify.design/articles/2018-12-04/the-paradox-of-design-systems/
https://spotify.design/articles/2018-12-04/the-paradox-of-design-systems/


“

Spotify.Design The Paradox of Design Systems

We want to tap into a 
designer’s inherent desire 
to evolve or even 
completely rethink parts of 
our system.  
Josh Mateo and Brendon Manwaring

https://spotify.design/articles/2018-12-04/the-paradox-of-design-systems/


“

Spotify.Design The Paradox of Design Systems

We want to create a paradigm shift 
wherein our designers no longer 
view themselves as users of the 
system, but instead see their role as 
core contributor and co-author of a 
shared system - one that they have 
ownership of. 
Josh Mateo and Brendon Manwaring

https://spotify.design/articles/2018-12-04/the-paradox-of-design-systems/


Gardens, not 
buildings



This bridge was built 
to last.  
 
Then the river 
changed course. 



“

No Silver Bullet — Essence and Accidents of Software Engineering

I find that teams 
can grow much more 
complex entities in four 
months than they 
can build. 
—Fred Brooks





Thank  
you!

@yeseniaa


